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	ASP.NET is a huge advance from previous incarnations of ASP, with one of its goals being pure HTML output that achieves maximum cross-browser compatibility. The server-side event architecture tends to engender this approach, but amid the first flush of excitement its often forgotten that theres still a place for rich clients and handling data in a multitude of places. Distributed data-driven applications arent new, but the range of possibilities and ease of development have both increased with the introduction of .NET.


	This book approaches data management and data applications from several different points of view:

	
		Understanding the new .NET data management philosophy for both relational and XML data
	
		Grasping the different techniques that it encompasses and how they relate to real-world requirements
	
		Exploring the application architecture and design implications of the .NET data management classes
	
		Designing distributed data-driven ASP.NET applications that benefit from the new data management techniques
	
		Examining the rich-client philosophy and how .NET can be used to bring this about
	
		Demonstrating how easy it is to take advantage of several different types of client devices, providing the best user experience possible for each one



	Many books describe the basic techniques for working with data in ASP.NET. However, this book goes not just a step further, but in fact takes you on a complete journey by exploring how to provide the user with the best possible client-side experience when working with data. It also focuses on the server-side design and development process, such as using the n-tier architecture in your applications, and implementing specific techniques, such as correctly managing updates to a data store by multiple concurrent users.
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Stained Glass For Dummies (Sports & Hobbies)For Dummies, 2010

	Discover the artist within and create beautiful stained glass


	Beautiful stained glass isn't reserved solely for church windows-it can be used to create intricate patterns in home windows, decorate cabinet doors, patio doors, ceilings, skylights, mirrors, lighting fixtures, garden decorations, and much more. Stained...
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Civilizations: Culture, Ambition, and the Transformation of NatureFree Press, 2001

	In Civilizations, Felipe Fernández-Armesto once again proves himself a brilliantly original historian, capable of large-minded and comprehensive works; here he redefines the subject that has fascinated historians from Thucydides to Gibbon to Spengler to Fernand Braudel: the nature of civilization.
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Semantic Knowledge Management: Integrating Ontology Management, Knowledge Discovery, and Human Language TechnologiesSpringer, 2009

	Despite its explosive growth over the last decade, the Web remains essentially a tool to allow humans to access information. Semantic Web technologies like RDF, OWL and other W3C standards aim to extend the Web’s capability through increased availability of machine-processable information.


	Davies, Grobelnik and Mladenic have...
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Integration of Software Specification Techniques for Applications in EngineeringSpringer, 2004

	This volume is a documenlation of I he main results in Ihe research area "Inte
	gration of Software Specification Techniques for Applications in Engineering".
	On one hand it is based on the Priority Program "Integration von Techniken der
	Soflwarespezifikation fur ingenieurwissensehaftliehe Anwendungen", short Soft...
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The Leadership Experience (with InfoTrac) (Dryden Press Series in Management)Cengage Learning, 2007

	Packed with interesting examples and real world leadership, the 4th edition of THE LEADERSHIP EXPERIENCE will help you develop an understanding of theory while acquiring the necessary skills and insights to become effective leaders. Written expressly for courses teaching leadership theory and application, the text integrates recent ideas and...
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DSP Applications Using C and the TMS320C6x DSKJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002

	
		
			
				Digital signal processors, such as the TMS320 family of processors, are used in a
			
				wide range of applications, such as in communications, controls, speech processing,
			
				and so on. They are used in fax transmission, modems, cellular phones, and other
			
				devices. These devices have also found...
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